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Letter From The Editor

THE NEW LOOK

Dear Friends:
This is the first OG in a magazine format, as requested by
many readers. I hope you like it for it represents a very important change; a change made only after serious considerat ion. I received many letters favoring the new format. Th ere
were, of course, a considerable number against it but they
were in the minority, though not a small group. While I do
not rTish to offend those who said ttno, tt I decided on the new
format for these reasons:
(1) Production costs are lower (OG was faced by rising
printing costs).
(2) Production is faster, enabling us to get OG to you
EARLIER. (This issue is l ate due to problems of change-over
and working w ~th t he Postal Department in transferring our
Second Class mailing permit, re quired because OG will now be
mailed from Freeport. I expect to be able to get OG to you
the first week of each month effective with the January issue.
(3) More illustrations can be used with the modern offset
printing method, und er which this issue is produced. This means
a more attractive publication.
(4) The magazine format is easier to read, and handle. I
received many complaints about the condition in rrhich the former newspaper arrived; the ne1.; format should eliminate, or at
least reduce, this problem.
While OG's format is new, its contents, and goals, are unchanged. You will still see your favorite fe a tures. And, lest
any of you think you are being che ated by the smaller page
size, I must point out that the same amount of columns, ads,
etc., rtill appear. ONLY the page size is changed!
I want to thank each of you for your past support. I look
hopefully to a continued and long association.
~nu.erely, , , il. .
oc-u."'cG-; ~<..&f

Success With house plants
depends as much on good
judgment in their selection as
on skill in . caring for them.
Good results can be obtained without difficulty by
chasing plants that will tolerate the adverse growing conditions of most homes, especially during winter. Less
rugged plants will require
more attention and perhaps
special facilities.
The sturdy house plants
provide versatile aids for interior decoration. Those that
will grow well without direct
sunlight lend themselves to
locations well away from windows. The person who knows
how to choose and use plants
can enjoy the advantages of
"indoor landscaping."
For example, some of the
taller foliage plants make
s t r i k i n g contrasts to low,
modern furniture. For accent
p i e c e s along walls or in
harsh corners, broad leafed
plants such as ferns or philodendrons have proven popular.
Vines, which can be trained
in any direction or form, lend
themselves to many uses,
from fireplaces to room. dividers. Some vines tend to
grow upright. Others spread
out flat and a third group
has a pendulous quality.
For color, it is not necessary to choose a plant that
flowers regularly. Coleus, for
example, has a multicolored
leaf similar in shape to the
nettle.
To build atmosphere, sedum or echeveria can be
placed on a pedestal or an
antique table and allowed to
grow down toward the floor.
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House Plants:

Amaryllis has large lllyllke
!lowers In white, red, orange,
pink and mixed colors. Height
Is 24 to 30 Inches.
Wax begonia• offer a choice
between green or bronze foliage.
Small pink, white or red blossoms cover the central part of
the !lower. Keep the ·soil moist
and do not spill water on the
tollage. The !plant grows about
10 Inches tal .
The Christmas cact11s can
grow up to SO Inches In diameter.
Fl'Owers are pink and segmented.
Persian violets grow 14 Inches
hlgh and spread up to 18 Inches
wide. Large plants produce as
many •as 75 multiple blossoms.
A wide choice of colors Is a<vallable. Wat~r only the son surface.
Bromeliads are a d a p t a b 1 e
pl•ants with leaves that hold water. They will grow in both light
and shade. When the plants are
mature, a brilliantly co 1 ore d
!lower spike, lasting for several
months, grows from beneath the
pool of water In the center of
the p~ant .
The fuchsia t 1 o we r hangs
downward, making It desirable
for planting In baskets hung
from the ceiling. It can also be
grown as a tree. Bicolor flowers
bloom a 1m o s t continuously
throughout the year. A five toot
tree will produce between 75 and
100 bl'Ossoms which can be purple and pink, purple and white,
or white and pink. Solid colors
are also available. It has a bare
trunk and a bushy head. May
be· moved outdoors In the summer.
Geraniums will grow up to 12

feet tall If trained for tree style
growth. They feature an umbel
blossom In a wide range of colors.
Poinsettias have orange flowers and bright red bracts, or
leaves.

Large Accent Plants
Unless otherwise noted, the
following plants will grow to the
ceiling of most homes !! ·they
are not pruned. All reach at
least two feet.
r.1ost or these plants do not require full sun. Some grow better in shade and may die I!
placed In ·~unlight. A medium
light suggestion in the following
list means that the plant will
grow best in shade just out of
direct sun. Poor light is det!ned
as bright enough to permit the
reading of a newspaper .
Spreading plants grow outward as they grow up. They
can be pruned, however, except
as noted.
Descriptions follow . t h I s sequence: Common name, genus,
species, recommended light con•
ditions, size, growth habit and

description.
Plants designated as rugged
w!ll tolerate poor care, poor light
and wide temperature ranges.
Devll's Walking Stick (Aralia
elega"1tissima )-Full sun. Five
to si·< feet tall. Spreading, upright. Round leaves with a white
pattern.
Norfolk Island Pine (Araucarla excelsa)-Full sun. SpreadIng, can't be pruned. Short
needled pine that can provide a
living Christmas tree !or the
home.
Cast Iron Plant (Aspidistra
lurida)-Poor light. Reaches 30
Inches In height, spreading, most
rugged or all plants In this list.
Leaves are broad and spear
shaped.
Aloe-Poor light.. Nonspreaalng. Short, broad, pointed leaf.
Century Plant (Agave)-Poor
light. NonsJ?readlng. Long, nar•
row, pointed,leaves.
Fancy leafed caladium-Medium light. Reaches two feet, nonspreading. S l n g I e, "elephant
ear" lear may be multicolored.
Do not allow. it to go to seed or
It Wjll die.
Florist folllage plant ( Codlaeum, formerly classified Croton)
-Full or medium sun. Reaches
10 feet, spreading. M o t t l e d
leaves available In all colors or
the rainbow. Gives croton oil
used In medicine.
Firebrand (Dracaena !errea)Full and medium light. Spreading. B~oad, orange-red leaves.
Ivy tree (Fatshedera japonlca)
-Medium 1ight. Spreading. Tree
Ivy with common vine characteristics.
Boston fern (Nephrolepls) Medium light. Reaches three
teet, spreading. Rosette growth.
Stag horn fern (Platycerium
alcorinum) - Me d 1 u m light.
Reaches three feet, spreading.
Fronds grow out trom a central
point.
Rubber plant (Ficus elastica)
-Medium light is required early
In lite and !U1l sun or medium
light when It reaches maturity.
Nonspreadlng. Will branch with
pruning. Elliptical leaves.
Heart 1 e a t e d philodendron
(Philodendron cordatum or oxycard!um)-Poor to medium l!ghc.
Vine, with heart shaped lear.
Rugged.
Mexican breadfruit (Mostera
del!closa)-Medlum light. Vine.
Leaves are large and round with
deep lobes and perforations along
the midrjb.
Pothos Aureu• (or Sclndapsus
aureils)-Poor to medium light.
Vine. Leaves are spear shaped,
yellow and green. Ma~es a desirable, small accent plant before reaching maturity.
Grape Ivy (C1ssus rhombifollo)
-Medium light. Will droop or
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ed leat!ets attached to each stem
make up the leaves.
Gold dust plant (Aucuba japonlca) -Medium light. Reaches
two to three teet. Spreading, upright, shrubllke growth. Gold
spotted leaves with toothed
edges.
Scheffiera Actinophylia--Poor
light. Climbs to 10 feet. Smooth,
shiny, elliptical ieaves. Palm!Ike.
Painted Nettle (Coleus blumel)
-Medium to full sunlight. Four
to five Inches when young, gr.owlng to a maximum of two to
three feet. Multlcoiored leaf,
slmllar In shape to the nettle.
May be used as a large or small
accent piece.
Jade plant (Crassula)-Medlurn to poor light. Grows upright
to six to eight teet, spreading.
Thick, green leaves.
Cinnamon p 1 ant (Amomum
cardamon) - Medium to poor
i.1ght. Reaches five to ten feet,
upright, spreading. Leaves, up
to two teet' long, are spear
shaped and clasp the stem.
Three Palm• Recommended
These plants will, thrleve on
poor or medium light. They are
spreadlng and cannot be pruned.
All are classed as rugged.
Cycas Revoluta - Reaches 10
feet, rugged. Hard, pointed learlets.
Chinese tan palm (Livlstona
chlnensls) - Reaches 10 feet.
Leaves are webllke; attached to
the stem with only the points

tree.

·

.Dward palm (Colllna elegans)
-Elongated dark green leaf with
narrow de11<rate, graceful learlets.

Small Accent Plants

The following plants are not

customarily grown to extend
above · two feet. Valued prlmarlly tor their foliage, they can be
placed on shelves, bookcases,
baskets or slm!lar areas.
Baby tears (Helxlne solelrole)
-Poor light. Creeping, mossllke
plant with tiny leaves crowded
on the stems. Will not · spread·
more than three Inches beyond
outer perimeter of sol! edge.
Chinese evergreen (Aglaonema
costa tum) - Poor to medium
11 g h t. Upright, nonspreadlng.
Dark, clear, pointed leaves with
gray biotches.
Hen and chicks (Echeverla)Full sunlight. Upright, stemless.
Leaves are thick, broad and nat
making dense rosettes. So called
because main, center plant produces small offspring beside lt.
Wild fig (Ficus repens)-Poor
to medium 11ght. VIne. Leaves
are solid green and pendulous.
English Ivy (Hedera hellx)Medium light. Vine. Green and
gray mottled leaves with gray
veins.
Tom Th1unb (Kalanchoe)-Medlum to full sunlight. Thick,
fleshy 1eaves.
Peperomla obtuslfolla _ Medlurn light. s p r e a d 1 n g. Flat,
round, green leaves on semltralllng stems.
Stonecrop (Sedum acre)-Full
sunlight. Spreading, will creep
or droop. Leaves are small,
fleshy, elongated and closely
crowded.
Trileaf wonder (Syngonlum
aurltum) - Medium light. Upright, woody, climbing or creeplng plant, reac!Jing a maximum
height of 18 Inches. VInelike.
Bright green leaves are deeply
lobed and marked with white.
Picka b~k .plant (Tolmlea
menzlesll Me d 1 u m light.

Reaches 8 to 10 Inches, spreadIl)g. Heart shaped, light green
leaves are attached to the stem
at their base. Lear veins are
pronounced ..
. Spider wart (Tradescantla) Medium light. VIne. Can be
trained for falling, spreading or
upright growth. Wide choice or
colors. Zebrlna species Is striped.
Regina has purple leaves with
silver margins; spear shaped
leaves clasp the ·s tem; · highly
recommended.
.
Prayer' plant (Marant~)-Ker
choveana variety leaves , -lay
prostrate dulng the day 'and,
at night, rise and fold up as It
In supplication. Leaves are dark
green with feather, white markIngs on the main vein. .
Haworthla relnwardtll ..,.... Full
light. Upright. Leaves are small
and crowded on a single stem.
Angel tears (Hoya carnosa)Medium or full sunlight. VIne.
Shiny leaves, round .to oblong.
Asp&.racus plumosus-Medlum
light. VIne. Small, fine, graceful foliage.
·
Asparagus sprengerl-Medlum
light.' Light, airy stems.
Nephthytls llberlca - Medium
light. Spreading. Spreading, saglttate, green leaves on semitrailing stems.

Watch What's Tossed
Throwing greasy soapsuds
and dishwater on plants can
gum up the soil and hinder
growth. Unwanted alcoholic
drinks emptied on the lawn
at parties can scorCh the foliage of plants. Lig'hted cigarettes thrown . into the lawn
grass can kill small portions
of the turf.

It's smart to read the Ads:

with tb&

F·REE vo:::::... U.S. GOVT. SURPLUS ITEMS

AS A REWARD WHKN YOU KNOW THESE SECRETS! GET AMAZING LOW
VALUES DIRECT FROM THE U.S. GOVT. AT INCREDmLY LOW .PRICES! AS
LOW AS 2e OR LI!;SS FOR EVERY SURPLUS DOLLAR! SAVE ON 1000'S OF ITEMS!
'l.t, Its true! You can get thousands of valuabr.
articles from the U. S. Government at pennies on
the dollar. SAVE so much money that it's like
eetting articles FREE of cost. Imagine! You pay
as little as 2c for even- dollar's worth of merchandise ••• save as much u 980A» of the original cost
of JEEPS, TRUCKS, CARS, SPORTS EQUIPMENT,
PHOTO SUPPLIES, ELECTRONIC, ELECTRICAL
and HARDWARE supplies; TOOLS, MACHINERY,
HUNTING, FISHIN'G, OFFICE RADIO equipment
and more. Even planes! It's easy when you know
all the Hins and outs" as revealed in our big, new
U.S. GOVT. SURPLUS DIRECTORY. It tells you
what to do, how to do it, and lists hundreds of
Air Foree, Army and NaVY government SUI"J)IUII
depots all over th• country. You don't even have
to leave your home! Thousands are already saving
this simple - I f and so can YOU. Rush $1 - a y
for Jam-packed directory-Guaranteed to SAVE
100 TIMES ITS COST-IfOUr money llackl

GET BUYS LIKE THESE!
Jeeps •• . $116.53 Planes .. . $113.14 Boats . $5.90
Ladders . . $1 Trucks .. $200 Typewriters . $16.84
Sleeping Bags, .$2 Autos .. $80.00. PLUS thou·

aands of articles such as Guns, Recorders, Mo ...
tors. Hoists. Compressors, Bicycles, Engines,
Desks, Boats, Jackets, Stoves, Scooters, Parachutes, 8inocular.-practically everything the

Services ever buy. SAVE up to 98c or more on
every dollar-it's like getting other surplus
items FREE with the money you save!
M. MUCELLI
Box 363, G.P.O., Bronx, N. Y. 10451

g. .

Rush my big Government Surplus Directo,-y.
I enclose $1 under )'our monev·back GuarantM
NAME ...............................
ADDRESS .. . ......... . ... .... .... ... ..... .
CITY ... .......... . aeMW ..••• ST""'\'11! .. . . .

...---------------------~~----------

NOVEMBER is the month of
Thankligiving, and how thank·
ful we are for our gardens and
the joys of working with green ,
growing things.
Letters from 2 herb-loving
friends during the past month
brought to my attention a
special kind of garden which
brings special gratitude from
many. This is the Garden of
Fragrance.
From Mrs. Ernest Roberson,
Hagerman. Ida., comes the
story of the exciting adventure
of establishing a Garden of
Fragrance at the Idaho School
for the Deaf and Blind in Good·
ing.
For seven years the Robersons have planned and thought
and prayer that this garden
might be a reality. This spring
it came true and the garden
was actually planted .
Many
helped to bring this about: A
Sears Garden Award, a donation from the Federated Garden
Clubs of Idaho, the Leaf and
Petal Garden Club of Jerome,
the Jerome Mary Gardeners,
and two Twin Falls clubs. It
was the Robersons who envisioned the Sweet Garden and
saw it emerge from paper plans
to a model and then to the real
garden in Gooding.
THE ROBERSONS raised the
aromatic herbs, shrubs and
roses to be used. Each plant
has a distinctive texture and
odor for exploring fingers and
noses to enjoy. Through the
State Federation of Garden
Clubs each plant will bear a
braille marker making it possible for the sensitive fingers of
the blind to "read" the plants'
names.
The !!Ox90-foot garden is sur-

flower bed at home.
These
were all started by the children,
from soil preparation through
~3M:ARCfAitE~r !D•RA.KE ELLIO'IT seed planting, transplanting and
"Ag-Ka.a-Noo-Ma-Ga.a-Qua"
now to harvest."
1513 Nelson St.
They have dried sage, basil
Muskegon, Mich. 49441
and rosemary and one 12-yearold has made tarragon and garlic vinegars. Frances adds, "I
am proud of them and they
plan to sell packets of dried
herbs and vinegars at a Christrounded by a wall of rock,
ma.CJ Market Bazaar held in the
making the raised beds easy to
late fall at the Botanic Center."
reach. Pockets in the wall will
THE MODERN REVIVAL of
house special plants with strong
these Fragrant Gardens began
fragrapce which will give off
in England about 1939. Some
their
scent
when brushed
of the outstanding ones in the
against. A fountain, part of a
United States, in addition to
watering system, has a special
Idaho's are at New York's Inattraction for the blind because
dustrial Home for the Blind;
of its tinkling music and soft
Lafayette Park in Los Angeles;
fresh spray.
Dallas, Texas; Radcliffe Col·
There is almost no end to the
lege, Cambridge, Mass.; Chivariety of plants that can be
cago
Horticultural Society ;
used in the Fragrance Garden.
Herbs lend themselves particulLeeper Park, South Bend, Ind.;
San Francisco's Golden Gate
larly well. Some of the popu-

Fragrance Gardens Make

World ALittle Bit Better
lar plants are marjoram, laven·
der, dill, mints, artemsias,
scented geraniums, sage, rosemary, bergamot and basils.
Mrs. Roberson also was help·
ful in developing the Fragrance
Garden with the Ogden, Utah,
club at the State School. Many
notes, "we love to go out and
smell the pretty flowers," and
"it makes us happy to see the
sweet flowers," etc., are ample
thanks for all work that went
into these gardens.
FRANCES
CHRISTOPHER,
Fort Worth, Texas, also wrote
of a Fragrance Garden. "We
finally completed our herb
garden or sorts here for our
blind-not large, not a great
variety-but the children with
whom I work, mostly because
of my brailling school books,
are happy with it. Each one
has a few pots of annuals. Several also have a section of a

Park; Durham, N. C., Garden
Center, and White Horse Gar•
den, Phoenix, Ariz.
Why not, during this month
of Thanksgiving, give thanks
for our own seeing eyes and
start planning a Fragrant Garden for our own states or communities, that through the other
senses of smell, touch, hearing
and tasting, plants may be enjoyed as an everyday part of
life for the sightless?
What
better way to give thanks than
to share our herb-growing hob·
by with others?
Thank you, Bonnie and Frances for sharing your happy ex·
periences with us.
BY THE WAY, if you herb
gardeners have not yet made
vinegar. follow the example of
the children in Texas and get
busy! Here in the North our
harvest time has come to a
continued

HERB CORNER

continued
close and many little bunches
of drying and curing herbs are
hanging about, scenting kit·
chens, attics and spare bed·
rooms. Then, there are those
who prefer freezing their herbs,
and they are busy, too.
Sage and poultry mixes gain
the attention of the herb kitchen
cook as he looks forward to
Thanksgiving dinner and other
festive meals of winter holi·
days. There is no end to herb
uses during the winter and the
holidays point up the attractive·
ness of these plants in the kitchen. Herb cookies, muffins,
teas and tisanes are winter
favorites.
THE KITCHEN WINDOW
herb gardens should be well
along by now and by the end of
the year snippets and clippings
should be abundant and very
flavorable For decorations on
your Thanksgiving table, try an
herb wreath and then place inside, vegetables , fruits, and a
few fall flowers.
The greens
and grays of the herb patch
lend themselves particularly
well to such a: fall wreath.
The Mary Garden has recent·
ly been beautiful with the massed border planting of marigolds (Mexican) and great
clumps of calendulas still in
bloom. The "Easter" lilies usually bloom again here in October and early November if it
is mild and they are graceful
and pristine in their autumn
beauty.
Then there are the
fuchsias which are more beau·
tiful now than they have been
all summer. Of course, Nov·
ember is the month of the chrysanthemums and as we see
them in the Mary Garden we
are reminded of the Star of
Bethlehem legend and their
beauty brings us to the manger
in devotion.
The border of dear little pansies-Trinity Flower-does not
seem to mind the cool nights
of the fall and it continues to
brighten the garden and, in-
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~BIRTHDAY CLUB
MAKE BIRTHDAYS · more
fun by joining OG's Birthday
Club.
Shower honorees with
cards, letters or items of their
hobby interests. The club is
open free of charge to all sub·
scribers. Non-subscribers may
be listed for 25c. Listin.~ will
appear the month of your birthday. (Note: BD means birth·
date).
MRS. NANCY GOLDEN, Rt. 3,
Box 114, Idabel, Okla. 74745.
BD Nov. 21, 1910. Hobbies: all
kinds of flowers, especially
geraniums, begonias and small·
growing cacti; also patterns,
such as old-fashioned sunbon·
nets, rag dolls, doll clothes,
ideas for making cut things out
of felt. Mrs. Golden has one
birthday twin but is looking for
more.
MISS ..TUSSlE ..ENGLAND,
Rt. 2, Jacksonville, Texas, 75766. BD Nov. 24 (will be 69.)
Loves to grow many flowers.
"I have been a reader since
1959."
BONNIE ROBERSON, Garden of Memories, P . 0. Box
107, Hagerman, Idaho.
BD
Nov. 26, 1907. She writes: "I
am a herb grower; my study
is of the religious names of
plants or the symbolic (religi·
ous) names of the flora. I collect these names and the legends of all flora, also the symbolisms of flowers in art. You
will remember as the Mary
Gardener that Mrs. M. D. El·
liott wrote about in her column

deed, Our Lady's Delight is
ours as well on these fall days.
A few late columbines, emblem
of the Holy Spirit. bloomed for
us on All Saints' and All Souls'
Days.
HOW THANKFUL we are for
g-ardens - Marys' Fragrant,
Herb-all gardens that bring
jov to life and peace to the
soul!

in early 1964. If anyone has
clippings or books on my inter·
ests I would appreciate hearing from you.
I am a sub·
scriber and have made some
wonderful friends through OG.
I think Mrs. Elliott is the great·
est."
MRS. ROY (MINA) WIL·
LIAMS, Rt. 3, Oakland, Ia. 51·
560. BD Nov. 26, 1903. Likes
flowers of any kind but mostly
house plants. "I love to start
new ones from seed and had
lots to find places for before
the cold weather."
MRS ANTON (MARY ANN)
VANDERZANDEN, Rt. 2, Box
236, Forest Grove, Ore. 97116.
BD Nov. 15, 1933.
Collects,
cacti, fuchsias, dahlias. She
writes: "I have over 1.000 cacti and succulents. 100 fuchsias
and am just starting my dahlia
collection. I will have to be
honest: I just love all flowers
and plants. I enjoy talking and
writing about my collections or
anyone else's
My husband
laughs at me because I can sit
and talk for hours about flowers. They fascinate me!
I
would like to hear from folks
who love flowers . Happy flower .e-rowin~ to all !"
MRS. H. A. CHRISTY, Box
114, Warsaw, Mo. BD Oct. 29,
1904 (listing arrived too late for
October issue.) Raises African
violets, begonias, iris;
also
makes hooked rugs.
MISS SUSIE M . MONROE,
The Plains, Va. BD Nov. 19,
1896. Interests: flowers, handi·
crafts, sewing, stamps, buttons,
poetry, art, dogs. Lives in
country (and is an OG advertiser).
MRS. ADOLPH WILLIAMS,
Rt. 1, Box 223, Bend, Ore.
97701. BD Nov. 19, 1911.. Collects cacti and succulents and
stamps.
Wants pen pals to
correspond on cacti.

'D' CELL CATALYSTS

FOR YOU FOLKS back East
who often say "When the frost
is on the pumpkin. is sure fall",
Here in sunny Southern California we, too, have that feeling. No, not much frost, and
not many pumpkins. but sometimes old Mother Nature sure
plays games with us and comes
up with a lulu.
I've been down here in northern San Diego Countv going on
seven years and during that
time we have had two killing
frosts. But I always resort to
the old habit: After going out·
doors and seeing mv plan~s all
drooped over by frost , I get the
old hose readv and R";ve them
a good sp~inkling. While I Jose
some . moc:t of th~m survive or
come up from the roots again.
JUST RETURNED from a
trip up to my old stumping
!"rounds, Long Beach, and a
nice visit with my sister and
nephews . I attended the Begonia and shade garden show
there. Met a lot of old friends
and, I hope, made many new
ones.
Joe Littlefield, the veteran
garden exponent, was master of
ceremonies and did a fine job
of it. Prizes were drawn each
hour and many nice plants and
garden accessories were given.
I had the pleasure of being introduced to Joe and afterward
met a nice lot of people interested in cacti. who asked many
questions. At lunchtime I had
th ~ pleasure of dinin~ with Mrs.
Meriel Perz, president of the
American Begonia Society, and
Sylvia Leatherman (Mrs. Be)"onia). who had charge of the
plant sales table. Others joined
us and I ~aid you either had to

sing a song or tell a joke, and
we sure had many a good
laugh.
The Begonian, society magazine, • has a new editor, and
under the new president I'm
sure it wiJI go ahead.
Daisy
Austin, an Ozark Gardens columnist, was very active and I
had a nice talk with her.
Many asked me how I like the
new Ozark Gardens.
I said
fine, and I'm sure as time goes
on we wiii like it better.
THE SHOW was a fine, large
one, with extra fine plants in.
eluding begonias, ferns, cacti
and succulents, and a fine dis·
play of African violets. Some
real superduper plants were in
competition.
Attendance was
good and interest high.
At 5 :oo p m., I told them all
goodbye. My good friend Joe
took me back to my sister's
home, tired but happy. Sunday my nephew picked us up
and we came home via Riverside and down Rt. 395, and
when we came to the Lawrence
Welk mobile homes estate we
drove in and all around. There
were mobile homes as large as
houses, all nicely landscaped.
IT IS NICE to go places but
it is just as nice to get home.
I think you should take a few
days away from your plants
and gardens, for when you
come home they sure look
darned good.
I believe they
were just as pleased to see me
as I was to see them, which
adds together when I say people who love plants and gardens are mostly a fine lot ot
people who you are pleased to
call friends.

Report from Mrs. B. L ., Knnsas
City: "By using the "D" Cell Cata lyst in charging the water u sed in
sprouting beans and wheat seeds,
I found I did not have to change
the water every day. The s prouts
did not sour so I did not have to
eat all the sprouts each day. Also
found that with the "D" Cell water
does not have to be ehanged at all.
The spr outs s tay fresh all the time
and h a ve a much better flavc·r!
Also found it is wonderful for my
African violets and other houseplants!"
EACH CATALYST $1

HILARY M. DOREY
12 Arnold Ave.
Newport. R . I. 02842

DOLPHIN EYE DROPS
Mrs. Della Coley, Wewoka, Okla.,
writes: "I am sending a money
order for $2.50 for Dolphin Eye
Drops. I like these very much."
So will you if your eyes are
weak, tired or inflamed . There is
nothing quite like the soothing relief that follows when you drop
them into your eyes.
They are
compounded from natural barks
processed, and Nature knows best
how to provide for all our ills.
Send $2.50 for a bottle to:
EDITH BESTARD. Rt. 1, Eureka
Sptlngs, Ark. 72632.

MRS. JAMES LAUER, Colon.
ial Dr., Prospect, Conn., is looking for a trumpet lily, sometimes called Datura plant.
MR. TAGE LUNDELL, Bon·
degatan 37,
Ramlosabrunn,
Sweden, would like seeds of He·
patica americana and H. acuti·
Ioba for his rock garden. Will
our OG readers help this over·
seas Garden Buddy?
Another · request from over•
seas comes from Maj. Gen.
D. M. Murray-Lyon, Pitlochry,
P!!rthshire, Scotland. He de·
sires a copy, new or secondhand, of Gabrielson's "Western American Alpines."
Your editor and Mrs. Bestard
would appreciate hearing from
you if you are interested in seeing another seed exchange in
OG. Edith mentioned it in a
recent column, and we would
like to see one started !

NEWS FROM SPINY RIDGE
By . EDITH BESTARD
Rt. I. Eurek a Sp,inqs, Ark. 72632

THIS MUST be the season
when Stapeliads bloom in Afri·
ca for mine are now putting on
a good performance.
I believe I once wrote about
one miserable winter when all
my Stapeliads sulked and with·
ered, dried up, rotted or dotted
themselves with black spots.
I was so disgusted I almost
threw all the survivors on the
compost heap come spring, but,
of course, I couldn't do it.
Instead, I set them all in the
ground, in the mound where I
have my hardy cacti, and
ignored them all summer. In
the fall they were beautiful and
plump and they bloomed prodigiously. I potted them carefully, set them in a light but
not sunny area of the greenhouse and watered them very
little during the winter. As a
result, they came through in
fine shape, and I have followed
this procedure ever since.
During September there was
a blossom on a potted Stapelia
gigantea which measured 11
inches across. On Oct. 3 I discovered two blossoms almost
as large on the plant which is
in the cactus bed. I have not
yet potted all my cacti but I
am working at it whenever I
can.
S. leendertzii produced another bell-shaped, maroon-color
flower. and there were 2 more

of the odd blossoms on Tavaresia grandiflora. There were
2 huge blossoms on a nightblooming cereus.
Thev were
lovely white, tubular-stemmed
flowers that began to open at
dusk and got sweeter as the
darkness deepened.
So many readers have inquir·
ed in the past about their
night-blooming cereus,
and
from their description I knew
it was not one , but a Phyllo·
cactus, ~ith flat leaves. The
cereus stems are always round,
and thev have no leaves. They
should have a cool, dry rest in
winter. with watering begin·
ning when new growth starts.
AT LAST I have had flowers
on my Jatropha podagrica.
This is a flat-stemmed plant
with very pretty large, shiny
leaves at the top. It is also
from the top that the stalk of
scarlet blossoms rises.
I hope those of you who pur·
chased a Testudinaria from me
2 years ago still have this oddity, now known as Dioscorea. I
planted mine again last spring
in a flower box among geraniums, Joseph's Coat and "gizzard plants" and let nature
care for it. In late August the
twining stem began to show, so
I potted it and let It twine up
a string in a porch window.
The stem is much huskier than
it was last year, so perhaps it

will bloom this year.

Most of
the bulb-like body should be
above ground.
I MUST TELL you what has
now gained first place as the
prettiest thing in my yard.
Several years ago I purchased
two Flowering Ash trees (Fraxinus ornus) because the description said they had blossoms
so fragrant that the whole yard
would be perfumed.
They
bloomed when they were about
3 feet tall, but the greenish
clusters of blossoms had no
fragrance at all; rather, a
somewhat disagreeable odor. I
was disgusted, but they were
symmetrical, compact plants
so I did not remove them.
Thank goodness for that! This
fall they are simply loaded with
shiny berries of a dazzling scarlet, the clusters being so numerous and so large that they al·
most hide the leaves. I have
never been able to grow a
European Mountain Ash, but I
truly believe this will be just
as beautiful.
NOVEMBER is here, ending
gardening activities in the cold
regions. Don't forget the birds
this winter; they are your best
insecticide!
May you have much this
Thanksgiving season for which
to be truly grateful.
GET BETTER llESIJLTS
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ALL ABOUT

BEGONIAS
ARE THE BEAUTIFUL rex
begonias problem plants for
you? They can very well be
just that at this time of year.
Some varieties prefer to go
dormant during the winter
months, while others wish only
to rest a while before starting
a new cycle of growth.
In either event do n9t let
them dry out completely nor do
not keep the same watering
schedule as you did when they
were in active growth. Do not
feed during this time. When
new growth starts then begin
the feeding program.
What to use for food? If you
live in an area where barnyard
manure is available, simply
place some in a sack and sub·
merge in a container of water.
Let this set for a day or two.
Size of container depends upon
the number of plants you are
growing.
I remember my
grandmother used an old rain
barrel to make "cow tea," but
she had quite a few plants to
feed. You may not need a bar·
rei, or you may prefer to use
a bucket and only make enough
tea for each feeding. Remem·
ber not to use this too strong
as plants have hair-like feeder
roots, tender and easily burned.
Are you asking, "What is a
rain barrel?" In many areas
where water is scarce during
part of the summer, barrels
were placed under the eaves of
the house to catch the water
from winter rains and melting
snows. If covered the water
evaporation was practically nil.
This water was known as soft
water. The "tea" container all
the necessary food elements
plants needed and fed in this
liquid form was readily absorb·
ed by the roots.
HUMAN POPULATION in·
crease and animal population
decrease equals progress, creat·

~sion:!!e!~s:!:.
Anaheim, Calif. 92802

ing the need for chemically pre·
pared fertilizers to replace
"cow tea." Available at nur·
series and many stores, this
fertilizer should contain the
same plant food found in per·
fect soil.
Basically, a complete fertili·
zer contains the 3 main elements of nitrogen, phosphoric
acid and potash. Nitrogen is
the most needed and the one
the plants exhaust the supply of
the quickest. It promotes the
growth of leaves and stems.
Phosphoric acid is needed to
give the plant the food to produce flowers and seed. Potash
is needed for good root growth
and gives a balance of growth
to the entire plant.
Rex begonias are grown more
for their foliage than flowers,
which are often hidden among
the leaves. A compactly grown,
well groomed and correctly fed
rex is indeed a beautiful pic·
ture. Mother Nature must have
given the rexes to her top de·
sign engineers to create the
patterns for their leaves and
to her top artists to paint their
colors.
LET'S TALK about begonia
shows in general. A flower
show is seen through many
eyes; these eyes see many
things about a show that either
brings forth an "oh" or an
"ugh".
Perhaps all show
chairmen should mingle with
the viewers and just listen, but
by that time they are usually
too tired and want only to rest.
Here in Southern California
there are 15 branches of the
American Begonia Society with·
in a couple of hours freeway
driving time, with each branch
trying to put on a show to beat
the previous year's.
These
are usually "table top models",
where plants are displayed in

their growing . containers, ar·
ranged on rows of tables and
judged according to plant per·
fecdon, with trophy and rib·
bon awards.
Available sites are usually
the governing factor for a show.
Then there are the County
Fairs and those branches for·
tunate enough to have ample
space. These people-artists can
go to work and create beautiful
booth displays and floor de·
signs.
Begonias displayed in a nat·
ural setting among ferns and
other shade plants, in a de·
sign created in the artist's mind
and transposed into reality, is
beauty. Most shows of thi~
type have a theme carried out
in the displays. Since few people have identical theme interpretation, the finished plots are
usually quite varied. The overall view is even more beauti·
ful.
THE HARD WORKING crews
producing these shows are of·
ten heard to tell one another,
"This is my last show; next
year they can get someone
else."
Show time next year,
they are back, either appointed
or just helping out.
Then, too; there are the exhibitors. Without them there
could be no show. They bring
their very best plants over a
distance of miles to compete
for trophies,
knowing that
many things could befall that
plant and it may well be the
last of it. Did I say one plant?
Some can and do bring a small
trailer full of plants.
Briefly, a mention should be
made regarding the trophy and
award winners. They seem to
fall into categories of : deserv·
ing and winning by plant know·
ledge who grow and show for
the joy of being a part of a
show, and those few in whom
the joy has been displaced by
a disease known as trophy
greed. It seems to be the over·
all show pattern and our area
shows are no exception.

continued

ALL ABOUT BEGONIAS continued
But truly, all shows are worth
seeing and there is something
to learn from each one. When
you travel west on next sum·
mer's vacation do plan to attend at least one. We would
love to have you.
SOCIETY NEWS: Each year
the American Begonia Society
offers 2 outstanding awards to
members. The Alfred D. Robinson Memorial Award, honor·
ing the late Alfred D. Robinson
of San Diego, known throughout
the world as an authority on
growing begonias, is given to
a begonia hybrid or cultivar
registered with the society's
nomenclature director and offered to the public for 5 years
prior to nomination. The originator of this begonia must
be a member of the society. No
award was given this year.
The Eva Kenworthy Gray
Award, in memory of Mrs. Eva
Kenworthy Gray, who during
her lifetime contributed SC'
much of her practical knowledge to others, is given to a
person for high standard of
achievement as contributed to

the society through original
literary material aiding members in the study of begonias,
outstanding service in the furtherance of the American Be·
gonia Society, promoting interest in the culture of begonias
and for promoting better unde rstanding between members in
their quest of the knowledge of
begonias. This award went to
Mrs. Mary Gillingwators, Up·
land, Calif.
This lady is certainly deserv·
ing of this award. Some of her
articles appear in back issues
of The Begonian. In her hybridizing of rex begonias she
was very careful to promme
vigor in these, as well as
beauty. B. Mount Baldy, her
favorite, has a large leaf with
the center zone silver and the
outer zone of dark green. It
v, :•s named for, and reminded
her of, the mountain, Baldy,
wh~n it was snowcapped, and
tht> dark edges as the vegeta·
ticn below the snow.

World's Top
1965 Bulbs
Are Named
THE INTERNATIONAL Bulb
Selections for 1965 have been
announced by the Neterlands
Flower-bulb Institute .
At the famous Keukenhof Gardens in Lisse, Holland , thousands of visitors select their
favorite varieties of springflowering bulbs.
Then each
year a jury of bulb specialists
makes a final selection. These
varieties are made
widely
available through catalogs and
in garden stores.
The tulip selections for 1965
are Triumph Sulphur Glory,
Darwin Pink Supreme, Darwin
Diplomate
(hybrid), cottage
Maureen, lily-flowered China
· Pink, parrot Red Parrot, gregi
Oriental Splendour, fosteriana
Princeps and kaufmanniana
Shakespeare.
One narcissus, Mount Hood,
and one hyacinth , Ostara, were
also chosen.

Harmony tn Colors

In winter I get up at night
And dress by yellow candle-light.
In summer, quite the other way,
I have to go to bed by day.

-Robert Louis Stevenson,
"Child's Garden of Verses"

GIVE your home a bright
splash of color with t h i s
oversized · arrangement of
artificial flowers. Choose
sprays of small or medium
sized flowers in colors to
harmonize with your room
decor, adding one or two
Spt"ays of tiny white flowers
for accent.
Use a low container such
as an open casserole, with
a block of plastic foam anchored to the sides with
green floral tape for stability.
You'll need seve n or
eight sprays for best effects, I e a vi n g one full
length, three cut short for

fullness at the bottom of
the arrangement, and the
others cut to intermediate
lengths. Place the longest
spray in the center of the
container, bending it into
a slight curve. A r r a n g e
othe.-s according to height,
and fill in the bottom with
the shortest sprays.

NOVEMBER is here and
most of the mulching is done.
Many days now will be spent
indoors . . . some for cleaning
seed for seed exchanges.
In spite of drought and all
my moaning about having to
carry water to my plants, this
has been a good year for my
rock garden.
THE FALL MEETING (in
September) of our rock garden
members, and others, in this
area was a real success despite the ali-day rain.
After walking about my rock
g·arden we went to Berryman's
Sleepy Hollow Nursery where
we saw slides of Mrs. Plaisted's rock garden in the Big
R ed Barn. This beautiful garden, so well planned, is an ex·
ample of what can be done
with our native sandstone.
We were served coffee and
cookies, and we made plans to
meet again in May.
I WOUW LIKE to hear of
rock gardens being made by
those of you who wrote to me
last spring.
I still have problems with
slipping rocks as the slope in
my garden is too steep. The
rocks must always tilt back to
catch the rain. I use a crowbar to lift the rocks, then slip
in a small flat stone to match
the rock so that it will not look
patched and to give that backward tilt which is needed.
Sometimes I can reset the
rock by digging into the slope
and easing the rock back so
that it tilts as it should. It is
important that all rocks tilt
back in order to catch the rainfall and to prevent erosion.
I talked to Mr. Gehenio at
our meeting about rock for the
rock garden.
The size that
should be used is too heavy to
handle by hand. He is experimenting but has not come up
with a formula for making a
lightweight rock that would

look like our native sandstone.
He feels that we need a rock
that is easy to handle and looks
like our natural rock.
AT LONG LAST I am learning to cut back Erica and
heathers need shearing. Some
say to do it after blooming
while others recommend doing
it in the spring.
I am leaving mine until
spring, when I will cut back
severely as I let them grow
into huge masses. There is no
green in the centers when they
get so large. You should keep
them rather small in the rock
garden in order to have a
specimen plant.
NOW IS THE TIME to plan
our winter's reading.
I was
browsing in a book store recently and saw several books that
appeared most interesting. One
on gardening was written by
Gertrude Jekyll,
the noted

English writer.
" A Guide to
Rock Gardening," by Anne
Griffiths contains many colored
illustrations. It looked so interesting that I wanted to sit
here and read.
My first book on rock gardening was ''The Rock Garden
Primer" by Archie Thornton.
It is now out of print. I wish
a new edition could be made as
it is such a useful book!
Everyone interested in gardening should read all of Louise
B. Wyler's books.
Another small book I enjoyed
was James Blissland's on rock
gardens. He writes about the
small rock garden that anyone
can have. He does not dwell
on the rare, elusive plants difficult to find.
I will spend many hours read·
ing this winter while my garden
sleeps.

BOOKS
ROMANCE In The
GARDEN

GARDEN GLIMPSES
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FLOWERS 'N THINGS
By MARY BOATRIGHT
724 West Poplar

NOVEMBER'S CHILL winds
remind us that summer days
are gone for this year. The
killing frost has finished off the
summer flowers . Sometimes I
wonder, what's the use? But
gardeners don' t have much
time for wondering, do they?
I PROMISED to tell you
about my lavender rose garden.
I searched my rose file and
found only 11 lavender roses
had been introduced so far (I
hope I didn't miss any) . Lavender Pinocchio , a floribunda,
was the first one produced.
Twilight was second . a beautiful hybrid tea . of soft lavender
with silver reverse. Then there
were Lavender Girl and Lavende Porn Pon , also floribundas .
These four I can't find listed
for sale anywhere . If anyone
knows where they can be
bought I would appreciate the
Information.
I want to get
them all.
Amy Vanderbilt is an older
one, but can still be bought
from Gurney's, Yankton , S. D.
The later ones are Sterling Silver, which is more silver for
me than lavender. Simone is
simply beautiful, a pure, clear
lavender.
Lavender Princess
(floribunda) , Lavender Charm ,
Pigmy Lavender and Royal
Lavender, the only climber In
this color so far, is too pinkish
to suit me but I will use it for
background until a better one
comes along.
I plan to border the whole
garden with Pigmy Lavender.
I set purple verbenas between
the roses; they soon make a
bed of purple blooms that seem
to deepen the lavender shade of

the roses. I plan to outline it
all with white stones.
I label all my roses, but the
lavender 'ones especially need

labeling. So many people can' t
believe there are such things as
lavender roses and want to
know the names.
I hadn't
realized there were so many
myself until I bought "Simone" .
When it bloomed I went slightly beserk and vowed to make
a whole garden of lavender
roses.
IT IS NICE to know so many
of you missed me in the August
issue, and I am grateful to so
many for letting me know. I
was a bit late at getting my
column sent in.

Ever Plant a Juiube Tree?
by
H. P. QUADLAND
American Association of
Nurserymen
This year we have ·planted a
jujube tree in northern Westchester County, N.Y. to see if
this interesting fruit tree will
survive our winters. We get a
kick out of trying fruits just
out of their seeming climatic
range to see if they will survive. We are informed jujube
trees have survived winters to
22 degrees below zero, but we
are not sure they will take the
sudden changes in weather, or
whether our season is long
enough for the fruit to mature.
Jujubes are shaped something
like dates. Northern Westchester is much like New England in climate, while the eastern coastal areas are warmer.
We'll let you know how this
works out.
Mind you, in these days of inflation, we do not neglect the
growing of fruit trees over
which there is no question
about their hardiness, or bearing qualities. Fruits today -are
a bonanza for the family - we
have apples, plums, peaches,
pears, crabapples and cherries.
They actually save us money
and we have beautiful harvests.
It takes less than an hour to
spray our twenty trees once
every ten days or two weeks up
to July, when we stop com-

pletely. The first few sprays are
the most important, such as
dormant spraying in early
spring and then spraying when
petals have fallen and once or
twice thereafter. After the dormant spray, we use an all-purpose spray, obtainable at any
nursery.
We have a hammock swinging under an apple tree and
watch the fruit develop from
week to week. We never realized before how interesting the
branch structure of apple trees
is, including the development
of the fruit from week to week.
If we lived farther south, in
addition to apples and pears,
we'd have citrous, figs, persimmons, avocados, and all those
other wvnderful fruits and nuts
that grow bountifully in warmer climates, including pecans,
English
walnuts,
coconuts,
macadamia,
almonds
and
others.
It's a wonderful country, this
United States of ours, and we
can enjoy it far more by surrounding our families with
fruits, nuts and flowers and all
the foliage wealth of beautiful
Nature that too many home
owners seem to neglect.
To be able to enjoy lovely
Nature on your own property is
a luxurious privilege. It aesthetically pleases, educates and
feeds both the body and soul of
the whole family .

THE

CLASSIFIED

MARKET PLACE
LOADED with VALUES!
HOME & GREENHOUSE
PLANTS
CERTIFIED PLANTS for sale,
nicely rooted. Gardenia, Varigated Euonymous, Pink Oleanoer. Six for $2.
Christmas
Cactus, St. Augustine's Coat,
Varigated Sultana, Purple or
Texas Sage, Baby Tear Fern.
Any 8 for $2. MRS . A. T. HAYWOOD, Rt. 2, Jemison, Ala.
(11)
LOVELY RARITY . . . foliage
of fernlike delicacy . . . Horseradish Tree (Moringa oleifera)!
Roots are an edible horseradish substitute.
Grow In
home or greenhouse from seed,
50c packet. Extremely useful
pamphlet, "How to Raise Native and Exotic Trees and
Shrubs From Seed," 50c copy.
BILL BRUDY, 113-0G Aucila
Rd., Coca Beach, Fla. 32931.

FREE PLANT IN EVERY ORDER! Bougainvilleas, Tropical
Hibiscus, Oleanders,
unusual
vines and other plants. Send
stamped envelope for long list.
LOYCE'S FLOWERS, Rt. 2-0G,
Granbury, Texas 76048
(uO)
CRYPTANTHUS ACAULUS RUBRA-nice color, 5 for $1.00.
Bromelia balansae , $1.00 each.
Ajuga (atropurpurea),
blue
flowers , bronze leaves, 5 for
$1.00. 20c postage on each $1.00
order. Wm . J . Kirk, 5711 Bayshore Blvd., Tampa, Fla. 33611
{12)

ADVERTISING
RATES

(2)

JASMINES--Grand Duke, Pubescens, night-blooming, Confederate; Clerodendron vine,
red or white blooms, tender,
50c each. 25c postage $1 and
under; over, 40c . Free list.
MRS. R. C. WELSH, 1118 Idlewild Dr. , Tallahassee, Fla.
32301.
(2)
LOOK! 50c EACH-Aloe Vera
(Medicine Plant), Plumbago
(blue, white, pink), Oleanders
(red , white, pink, yellow), Coleus (10 choice varieties), red
Yucca seedlings, blue Passion
Vine, Jacobinia (pink, yellow),
Milk-Tree Cactus, Blood-Leaf
Iresine .
Postage 75c.
New
price list for stamp. MYERS
PLANT CO., 302-0G Erie St.,
Cleburne, Texas 76031.
11)
People are £.tarting to plan for their
garden. F lace your advertisement NO\V
"ca£h in" en th P earjy shoppers.

GARDEN PLANTS
ROSES OF ANTIQUITY! Our
collec~ion of old roses includes
most wanted varieties.
Send
for our free catalog. JOSEPH
J. KERN ROSE NURSERY,
Dept. OZ, Box 33, Mentor, Ohio
(11)
44060.
GROUND CO-VERS~8 . for $1,
ppd. each group. Sedums: Album, Glancophylltlm, Sarmentosum , Giobosum, Cristata, Vinca minor, blue; Lysimacchia
Numullaria; variegated Bishop's Weed; native Veronica
herbs; _ comfrey ; peppermint;
artichokes; horseradish; Mary
Washington asparagus; lemon
.or orange day lilies; houseplant
cuttings of 30 kinds or more
(my selection but ask for those
you want as I might have it.)
MRS . NINA JOHNSON, Rt. 2,
Galeton, Pa. 16922.
(10)

CACTI & SUCCULENTS
LARGE SELEcTION . of cacti
an!! succulents. Also specimen
cacti, all at popular prices.
Catalogue free. YOUNG'S CACTUS· GARDEN, 8014 Howe St. ,
Paral}lount, Calif.
(10)
CLASSIFIED
5c per word;
$1.00 minimum for one insertion
DISPLAY-.j;5 per column inch.
Displa3· ads are not put on
Classified Page.
SPECIAL !-All ads, classified
or displa)·, will be inserted 4
times for the pl"ice of 3. (Ad
copy (~annot be changed.
DEADLINF..-The
5th of the
month preceding publication.
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE by
cash, mone~· order or check.
FREE 30·word classifit>d ad
gh·t>n for new subscriptions or
renewals.

SMALL CACTI, 50c each. Large
Cereus cuttings, $1.
Several
cacti and succ.u le.tt cuttings, 50c
and 25c plus 25c postage . Write
for list. MRS . B. W. REED,
210 s. Madison , San Angelo,
Texas.
(10)
ASSORTED CACTI and succulents.
List for free stamp.
PHILLIPS CACTUS SHOP, Rt.
2. Box 137A, Lountze, Texas.
77625.
(1)
No item ever "blooms" unnoticed in the Want Ads .

CACTI & SUCCULENTS
EXTENSIVE COLLECTION of
cacti and other succulents,
wholesale and retail. Stamp
brings list. CACTUS RANCH,
P. 0. Box 82-0G, Morristown,
Ariz. 85342.
(2)

FLOWER SEEDS
~-

-

---------

POPPY SEED-Large, mixed
colors, double. One tablespoon
25c plus stamped envelope.
MRS. BOB STARRETT, Rt. 2,
Box 22, Spiro, Okla. 74959.

SEEDS - 5c a packet plus
postage. Platycondon, Coreopsis, Canterbury Bell, Delphinium, Soapwort, Liabris , Wild
Poinsettia, Tea Flower, Bunch
Flower, Monarda Wild PL·Im·
rose, Lupine, Susanc, Butterfly Weed, Milkweed, Perennial
Onion, Mammoth Wild Cherry,
Chives, Sumac, Tree Onion
bulblets, Mammoth Asparagus,
Eoxelder Tree, Centaurea. D.
WEIGAND, Rt. 3, Wautoma,
Wis. 54982.
(11)
CAPTURE EXTRA PROFITS
with a low-cost OG "Action
Ad."

WONDER MEXICAN PUMPKIN seed.
Sweet. yield 35
pumpkins, 50c. Gaillardias Lollipop mixed , 35c. Wonder sunflower , 25c.
Miniature rose
seed. 50c. H . WATSON. 315-0G
Harpersville
Rd.,
Newport
News. Va. 23601.
(11)
POPPY SEEDS -Very large
double red flowers with black
centers .
Large packet 25c.
CACTUS RANCH, P. 0 . Box 820G, Morristown, Ariz. 85342.
(1)

RED SUNFLOWERS,
Corabeads, Coffee Beans. Generous
packet 25c .
WADE
BIRCH
FIELD, Rt. 3, Bryson City, N.C.
(1)

BULBS, ROOTS, TUBERS

GIFT IDEAS
SEND A PRETTY handmade
1966 calendar instead of a
Christmas card !
Christmas
greeting cover and 6 pages of
dates and illustrations. 30c for
sample postpaid plus list cf
handmade Christmas stationery. H~~EN M. HOUSEMAN,
2409-0G Simpson, EvJ~:_nston, Ill.
60201.
CHRISTMAS GIFTS- Beautiful
cracked marble-penants, white
rose or green, $1.
Oregon
agates, all colors, penants, $1.
P. I. MOECKER, 10721 N. E .
Sandy, Portland, Ore. 97220.
CROCHET CHRISTMAS wreath
lapel pin 20c, dozen $2. Same
with bell, 25c, dozen $2.50.
Crochet wool nose warmer and
protector, dandy for cold weath·
er -(mention favorite colors) ,
Decorations : small felt
50c.
flowers , butterflies (all colors),
dozen 10c, gross $1.
Book,
"How to Make
Handmade
Greetings for Fun and Profit,"
$1.25. Send 5c stamp for list
of handmade gifts, novelties,
stationery; also rubber stamps
and books.
E LI ZAB E T H
KAUFFMAN, Conewango Valley, N. Y. 14726.

LADIES! GET YOUR HOLI·
DAY GIFTS EARLY! Give a
gift that wi:l.l be cherished.
Nothing takes the place of a
wellmade , dainty present at
Christmastime. A special for
this season is a handmade pajama bag (doll with long dress;
pajamas are put in the skirt).
Dainty for a bed doll.
Only
$4.50. DOROTHY'S DAINTIES,
3420-0G Park Ave., Minneapolis, Minn. 55407.
HANDMADES-Nice for Christmas gifts. Send 5c stamp now
for list or see ad under Miscellaneous.
MRS. VANITA
FAGAN,
119 Albany Ave.,
Amitvville. L. I., N. Y.
PLANTS make wonderful gifts!
See the classifieds.
PINE CONES !
Illustrated
booklet offering over 50 species.
WESTERN
TREE
CONES,
Brooklane , Corvallis, Ore. 97330
THE GIFT that gives pleasure
all year 'round: A subscription
to OZARK GARDENS.
Only
12 issues. We will send a pe;.
sonal letter to each person receiving a gift subscription , telling who gave it.

VF.T .LOW VIOLET BULBS. 12
for $1.50. Large yellow canna .
3 for $1.75. Peonia, good .root
stock, 3 for $1.50.
Voodo iris
bulbs, 4 for $1.59. Lizard tail.
6 for $1:75.
MRS. C. R..
THOMPSON, ftt. 1, Woodville.
Ala. 35776.
(11)

ORCHIDS
ORCHID SPECIAL- Send $7.50
for blooming size , one Cattleya,
one Oncidium , one Epidendrum,
ppd ., with instructive list; without order, 25c for list. HOUSE
OF KNOWLES, 275 N. W. 63rd
Ave., Miami , Fla . 33126
(12)
ORCHID CULTURE FREE with
6 hybrid cattleya front lead
divisions, or 6 species assorted.
Bijoliate cattleya Epiderdrun.
Oncidiurrs, Dendrobiam, $11.50
postpaid. HARDIN S. FOSTER,
P . 0 . Box 712-0G, Auburndale ,
Fla. 33823.
(2)

SWAP & TRADE

·- - - GOT SOMETHING to swap?
U se thi!l classification. Rate:
25c for first 10 words; 50c the r eafter, one insertion.
Cash
transaction not elig·ible .
SWAP-Six black eyelash kits
for any book on birds, Muir or
Thoreaus. P . GIACONE, 92-31
57th Ave ., Flushing, N. Y. 11373
(11 .. )

market place
GARDENING AIDS
MAKE LIQUID PLANT FOOD
at home! Formula price $5.
No checks.
CHET, 2454-0G
Fulton , Toledo 20, Ohio.
(11 l
"D" CELL WATER CA'l'ALYSTS- Bring new life to yourself, your pets and your plants
through the miraculous D-Cell
Catalyst that purifies water and
charges it with white light
energy. One No. 2 white catalyst will charge many gallons of
tap water for drinking, treating
seeds or watering plants.
::;1
each. Information and testimonials for 25c and stampl"d .
self-addressed envelope.
HILARY M. DOREY, 12 Arnold
Ave., Newport, R. I. 02842. Ill

ORGANIZATIONS
AMERICAN PRIMROSE SOCIETY membership offers quarterly magazine, beautifully u.
lustrated, on the culture in vari·
ous parts of the world of the
many species and hybrids of
Primula available to gardeners
everywhere. Yearly seed ex·
change! $3.50 per year. Send
to MRS. L. G. TAIT, Treasure r,
14015 84th Ave . N. E ., Bothell ,
Wash. 98011.
JOIN THE SOUTHERN CAC·
TUS FANCIER ASSOCIATION.
Membership $2.00 per year.
Monthly club paper. Sample
copy 15c. Editor Jimmy New,
Box 329, Wedowee. Ala.

MISCELLANEOUS
GERANIUM LOVERS! Lovely,
original watercolor pictures of
po' ted geraniums I call "Everblooming Geranium." Perfect
for kitchen or dining areas.
Each is different and are handpainted . 9x12 inches, ready to
mat or frame. Send $6 each.
Satisfaction guaranteed or re·
turn within 10 days for refund.
MARY SMITH, P. 0. Box 1074·
OG, Rock Island, Ill. 61201.
(11)

WANT ADS COST LlTl'LE

MlSCELLAN EOUS

MlSCELLANEOUS

IMAGINE! 1,000 PERSONAL
NAME LABELS for 50c.
On
fine paper with gold trim.
Three s ets for $1 .25. Free gift
box included .
F •:ee catalo,.
HOUSE OF BARGAINS, Dept.
OG , Marshall, Mo.
'11))

SWEET GUM BALLS, pods,
cones, grasses, other dry ar·
rangement materials.
Order
any time.
Shrub and flower
seed.
List for stamp. Exchanges.
MORANDA WILLIAMS, Rt. 3, Box 781, Benton,
Ark. 72015.
(12)

NEW PRODUCTS!
Wmlid'a
most unique, unusual ·gifts,
merchandise directory for !the
trade. Write NELSON'S . GIF'l'
MAILORDER, P. 0. Box 2514
(GAR), Gulfport, Mis.s . S8it3
(11);

QUALITY PRINTING!
personalized labels, $1.25.
business cards, $4.90.
COLI, 551-0G Mission St.,
Clara, Calif. 95050.

1;000
1,000
TUC·
Santa
(11)J

HANDMAD.t!>:s-- crochet ,babf
booties , pr ., $1.50; fancy 'JI&flW
pin holders, 5 for $1.00; .truit
pot holde r s, 2 for $1.25; ~uoe•
aprons, $1.00 each; tea apl!Dlls,
$1.00 each.
15c postage .,._
each. Stamp for list of llalut.
mades. Mrs. Vanita l"ag:an,
119 Albany Ave ., AmityvMle,
L. I., New York
SEND STAMP .for descriptive
list.
200 original bird and
flower designs. Folder with 10
notes and envelopes $1. Ten
correspondence cards and .en•
velopes $1.50. Postage 25c. Al·
so Christmas items. HOUSE·
MAN, 2409 Simpson, Evanston,
Ill. 60201.
((1)
BLACK WALNUT MEA"TS--10
cups $5 postpaid .
JACKS'ON
HOOVER, Rt. 4, Wetump!ta,
Ala. 36092.
(11)
APRONS. DOLLS. doll clothes,
stuffed animals, handkerchiefs,
billfolds, other articles. Information for stamp. Thank you.
MISS SUSIE MONROE, The
Plains, Va.
(11)
MIXED FLOWER SEEDSJob's Tears, 15c package. Pot·
holders, 25c. Half aprons, 90c,
bead and sequin earrings, 60c.
Add lOc postage. Stamp brings
list of more items. THELMA
C. HILL, Rt. 1, Portage, Wis.
53901.
(11)

WHY SUFFER from colds, cat·
arrh, headache, sinus, asthma,
etc . Get my Powerful Inhaler
for quick relief. Guaranteed to
do the work! Only 50c postpaid.
D. WEIGAND, Rt. 3, Wautoma,
Wis. 54982.
(11)
FOR YOUR NOTEBOOK from
Mary's Collection-''Preserving
Holiday Evergreens,"
25c.
"Sewing Hints by a Professional," 25c.
Send to MARY
SMITH, Box 1074-0G, Rock Island, Ill. 61201.
(11)

BOOKS & MAGAZtNES
GET OUT of that rut! If your
money doesn't last from payday
to payday, you need booklet
"Money Grows On Trees," 6x9,
28 pages. Onlv $1. Don't rob
God and yourself • · tithe !
LIGHTNING
SPEED BOOK
CO., .Box . 115-0G, Streator, Ill.
61364.

(11)

PIN-MONEY Ideas from .Homemaker's Hodge-Podge. 2 pages
- almost 200.
Copy 15c and
stamped
envelope.
EDNA
JOHN; 1481 D . St., Springfield,
Ore. 97477.
(11)
SUBSCRIBE TO ''CHATTER''
-African Violet magazine of
African Violet Society of Canada. 6 issues per ·year, $2.00.
Sample copy 25c. Please send
to:
MRS. LILLIAN CART·
LEDGE, Box 58-0G, Chippawa,
Ont., Canada.
MAIN GARDEN PATHS, magazine for flowers and nature
lovers, friends.
12 issues $1.
Sample 10c. ·MRS. · LOLA E.
BURKE , .408 E. Jligh Si , nept.
OG, Urbana. m. BlSOl .

ORDER

BY

MAIL!

market place
BOOKS & MAGAZI_NES
UNUSUAL NE W AND USED
books a nd m agazines ! Herbs,
h ea lth; book ba rga ins . "Ear n
Money
Analyzing H a ndw<;iiing," ama zing b ook only $2.
F ree ca ta log. THOMAS CUNNINGHAM, 8-0G Bailey, L a wr ence , Mass. 01843.
(11)

------·····- ·---

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

MAKE PROFITS SEWING AT
HOME!
Ther e's "gold" in
your sewing machine! Interesting, profitable! Every housewife should experiment with
ways and means of earning
spare time inc~m e ! Bes t markets and pnces, details 5c
stamp. ARCANE MART, 2625·
OG N. Gettysburg Ave ., Day·
t on , Ohio. 45406.
(12)
AD TEST RESULT REPORT !
S end s tamp for deta ils. "Best
of Mail Order World," lis t of
b a r gain sources, valua ble information $2.
EMMA TUC·
COLI, 551-0 G Mission St., Santa
Clara , Calif. 95050.
(11)
SEND YOUR AD TODAY
NOW!

A Begonia
You Must Try
THERE ARE MANY fine begonias, but an interesting one
you should grow is B . imperial·
is.
It is a creeping begonia with
righly marked leaves and clusters of airy bloom.
It makes large specimens in
azalea pots with porous mixture, chiefly leaf mold. Feed
it regularly.
It likes shade in a a green·
house or medium light in a cool
room with humidity never below 40 per cent. Allow soil to
become dry between waterings.
It can be grown from leaf
propagation.

By JOHN G. ADNEY

GLIMPSES OF~~
GARDENING
TIUS is the month in which
we traditionally give special
thanks for the many blessings
from God. Of course, we should
say "thank you" daily but we
do, I believe, need a special day
in our lives for expressing our
appreciation even more.
I am thankful for many
things : a wonderful family, an
abundance of friends,
my
church, my job, beautiful coun·
tryside, growing plants, plenty
of food (too much, perhaps, as
I am gaining weight) and
many more, not the least of
which is the knowledge that
God loves me although I do at
times, not show my love for
Him.
WHEN WE SIT down to din·
ner this Thanksgiving Day,· let's
be especially thankful that we

der, in Canada, have already
celebrated Thanksgiving (sec·
ond Monday in October) so this
message is late for them but
nevertheless well-intended.
I
am thankful for their support,
too.
FOR MANY, Bible reading
before Thanksgiving dinner is
a tradition. This passage from
Deuteronomy 33, 13-16, should
sum up our appreciation:
" Blessed of the Lord be his
land, for the precious things of
Heaven~ for the dew, and for
the deep that coucheth beneath.
"And for the precious fruits
brought forth by the sun, and
for the precious things brought
forth by the moon.
''And for the precious things
of the earth and fulness there·
of."

LET US GIVE THANKS
do have plenty to eat (it is a
shame that some of the things
we consider table scraps would
be welcomed by some Amer·
icans and citizens of other
lands; perhaps we take our
bountiful harvests and supermarkets too much for granted!)
With our world' s population
r ising at a rapid pace the proble m of feeding everyone be·
comes more acute. As we give
thanks for our big meal, let us
also pray for less hunger on
earth
and then try to do
something about it!
I AM ALSO very thankful for
the warm response so many of
you have extended me since I
took over OG in August. I wish
I could answer each letter and
card but the press of things
makes this impossible. I take
this means, then, to give thanks
to you, and to God, for making
all of this possible. To each
subscriber, each writer, and
each adver tiser, a big thankyou.
Our friends north of the bor·

A PRAYER for Thanksgiving,
from my Anglican Book of Com·
mon Prayer:
" 0 most merciful Father,
who hast blessed the labors of
the husbandman in the returns
of the fruits of the earth; we
give thee humble and hearty
thanks for this thy bounty; be·
seeching thee to continue thy
loving-kindness to us, that our
land may still yield her in·
crease, to thy glory and our
comfort; through Jesus Christ
our Lord. Amen."

Want To Increase
Shrubs? Here's Idea
TO INCREASE shrubs, make
6 to 8 inch cuttings from the
current season's growth, of deciduous shrubs. Tie into bund·
les and !Jury outdoors or in a
coldframe under 8 inches of
sand or peatmoss. These will
callus over winter and be ready
to be planted out, tip-deep, in
spring. There's still time to do
this, if, done in November.

<\-A CTU slidbits

THIS COLUMN on a winter's
r est does not apply to your
Christmas or Easter cactus, or
any succulents, just most com·
mon cacti such as pincushion,
Easter lily cactus, etc.
The questions often asked by
a beginner in the Wonderful
World of Cacti, are, What
should I do with my cacti in
the winter? What do you mean
by giving my castus a rest?
Shouldn't I water my plants at
all?
How much light should
they have in the winter, and
so on.
I cannot begin to cover all
the
different ways cactus
should be cared for in one
column. It would take many
columns to cover it completely.
I will give as much information as there is room for this
month.
LIGHT, air and moisture are
used by nature to perform its
duty of growing plants and re·
newing plant life each year. In
different seasons the light be·
ing strong or subdued, the air
warm or cold, and either having moisture or no moisture;
spring and summer having the
strong light, warm and hot
temperatures, and more moisture ; fall and winter having
subdued light, cool or cold
temperature, and little or no
moisture. You may ask, What
does this have to do with my
cactus? Well, it does have a
m eaning in your own home be·
cause it depends on where you
are able to keep your cactus
through the darker days of
winter.
What is meant by resting
~·our
cactus? To rest is to
stop it from growing, then it
wil; rest for you, or go into
dormancy. Why rest your cactus? If you have a blooming
~ize cactus it must have a resting period from active growth
or it will not flower for you
next year. Another reason for
r esting a cactus during the

darker days of winter is that
if you continue to fcrce growth
upon a cactus when the weather
is cold and not as sunny, they
will grow soft and will grow
out of shape trying to obtain
more light. How to make your
cactus rest? By not watering
as often, and in some places
not at all. And provide a cooler
room if at all possible.
I am going to headline different 'SUbjects and hope one of
them will answer your particular question.
Seedlings and Offsets
This group should not be given a rest period. If you have
seeds just growing , or have
small seedlings they should be
kept moist all of the time. Notice I used the word moist, not
WET.
Seedlings are unlike
their parent plants. They can·
not store water or food. Their
roots are not hardened to the
system of water and dryness,
etc. This group is placed in
strong light, warmth and mois·
ture for the winter.
Offsets, or "pups" as they
are usually called, should also
be kept in good light, warmth
and moisture. Do not water
offsets until the soil has dried
thoroughly, and then water
again clear through the con·
tainer. Artificial light can be
used to a good advantgae.
This group also likes company. If you plant several together in a
container they
seem to grow better because of
added room and extra mois·
ture.
Small to Medium Sized Plants
These plants I would class
like this: If you have had a
plant 2 years or more it should
be given a rest. I won't set
a size limit here because so
many species flower when they
are 2 years old and as small as
2 inches in diameter. Future
issues will introduce you to
some of them.
A rest is needed to stop
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Itt. 1, Box 227

Fait·vh\w. Pa. 16~15
growth, so when new growth is
begun in the spring they will
flower for you. How to rest
them? Decrease the water and
cooler temperatures if at all
possible. How often shall you
water them? You will have to
determine this as to whether
you want a certain plant to rest
or to be kept growing, and
where you will keep them over
the winter months.
A Warm Rest, or a Cool Rest
If you have only a warm
room temperature position to
winter your cactus in, they will
not go all winter without some
water.
An occasional misting
of the top of the plant with a
window cleaner sprayer is
beneficial. Watch for any signs
of shriveling in your plants, a
little does not hurt but too much
may mean the death of roots
from too long a dry period.
Remember, your plants must
live first; flowering is second.
Use a window with a southern
exposure if possible.
A cool rest is the best. When
I say cool I mean 40 to 50 de·
gree night temperatures. Cacti
will not take freezing tempera·
tures, so be careful. To have
a successful cool resting period
your plants should be good and
plump, full of moisture. How·
ever the soil should be dry be·
fore placing in a cool position,
for wet soil and cool temperatures just do not go together.
Under these conditions your
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IALOF. VF~RA, THJ<; HEALTH!
1PLAST. Write for price and
1growing information.
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W1·ite for free price list
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By RAY WETHEKBEE
4241 LaSalle Ave.

·C ulver City, Callf.
THE COOL SEASON has
started after a hot spell the
bananas were waiting for. The
last winter cold held on later
than usual and the bananas

Continued
CACTUS
plants should not need water

for quite some time. Most
cacti in a cool rest will go
through the dark days of winter without any additional
watering. Here again a light
misting of water every 2 or 3
weeks will not hurt them but
will benefit your plants in k0eping them clean from dust and
also keep the top of your cactus from becoming too dry and
hard. They are still alive, you
know, even though they are
resting.
If you have only a warm
place for your cacti they will
need light, and having a warm
condition will need some moisture. If you can rest them in
a cool room which is best, less
light can be used with cooler
temperatures with little or no
water.
If you have a peanut cactus
that will not flower for you
give it a cool rest and no water
at all. Shriveling will not hurt
this cactus at al; in fact, it
seems to do better in the spring
if it has dried up some.
I DISLIKE STOPPING here
for I have only touched but a
small portion of what should
be written about winter care
for your cactus. Since this is
Thanksgiving time, I want to
wish each and every one of you
a Happy Thanksgiving.
GIVE something different for
Christmas next month: A gift
subscription to OZARK GAR·
DENS for a cactus friend.

stayed green and grew larger
fruit.
It has been rumored that this
coming winter will bring a lot
more rain and be colder, but
we will have to wait and see.
With the Half Acre almost surrounded with banana palm borders, I don't expect as much
damage from the north winds.
These winds do more freezing
damage than any frost in this
section, · anyway.
SINCE ARRIVING home from
the hospital
and regammg
much of my strength, I have
been busy on my little padded
stool digging out the grass and
weeds with a homemade chisel
for mulch, but am only working in the shady spots, which
makes me feel younger. I have
already cleaned up the whole
pla ce once- and am slowly m a king the next round.
I have gone through my
large, tall trees, taking out the
deadwood
and unproductive
limbs so that I can almost
count the avocados on the
trees. The leafy twigs are run
through the shredder for mulch
and the woody parts put out for
the trash men to haul away.
Up to now, I have about ankledeep mulch, which will very
nicely welcome the reported
rains later. With the bananas
ripening, I am kept busy cutting down, splitting and burying the "logs" between the
rows for the earthworms to
work over into rich humus.
THE FALL CROP.. of red
raspberries, figs, guavas and
a scattering of other fruits is
ripening fast. Later on, there
will be loads of avocados, citrus fruits and loquats. I have
been harvesting black walnuts
and Chinese chestnuts.
In cleaning out the grass and
weeds, I also trim off surplus
berry vines alongside the rows,

which makes it easier walking
to pick the berries and other
fruits.
The 10 to 12 foot goldenrod
has been in full bloom. When
it dies down, I save the stalks
for marking the rows and plant
spots as they don't encourage
the entrance of termites as
wood posts do.
THE FRUIT of the guavas
{proper name Fejoia) never
has to be harvested like other
fruits. · Come September, it
starts dropping and being solid
for a few days does not bruise
like other fruits. In gathering
the fruit, I select the largest
fruits to eat, sell or to be made
into delicious jelly, and bury
the smaller and useless fruit
with the banana logs, garbage
and ashes.
As summer ends I gather the
bean poles and train-ropes from
the garden and get them ready
for another season. The catalpa tree poles self-root like
willow and figs, so I always
have a fresh supply of poles for
beans, peas,
tomatoes, egg
plants, cucumbers and other
climbing crops, as well as renovated old poles that are not too
short.

Ozark Gardens

makes t
nice gift.

Through These Pages Leaf the ~lost Intelligent Gardeners
in the World of Flowers-Our Regular Readers!

Lily Progress
By JOAN LEE FAUST
GRESHAM, Ore.
soon as the lilies in the
fields south of Portland, Ore., flower, they
lose their heads. With
nonchalant abandon, workers
go through the acres with
sharp knives in hand and cut
off the blossoms. This is bulb
country, and the lilies are
luxuriating in the fertile soil,
not to flower, but to grow
bulbs.
The Oregon Bulb Farms,
in Gresham, might be considered lily headquarters to
the world. From over 140
acres of land, which is either
owned or leased by the bulb
farms, over two million lily
bulbs per year are grown.
Most of them will be shipped
out this fall. They will be
packed in wholesale lots by
the carload and sent to
dealers all over this country
and to many foreign lands.
The remainder will be shipped
from cold storage in spring.
The guiding hand for this
vast operation is Jan de
Graaff, the man who, more
than any other man, has
done the most for the advancement and modernization
of lilies. He knows what kind
of lilies appeal to gardeners
and how to raise top quality
bulbs which produce exceptionally beautiful flowers.
The public has learned to
know his hybrids in their own
gardens and at flower shows
and lily society meetings.

X

Gracious Host
Jan de Graaf! Is a most
gracious host and while on
drives to the many fields
where his lilies are grown, the
whole story of lily production
unfold~?d. One of the first
stops was at the trial field
where the lily hybrids of tomorrow are growing. There
were rows and rows of lilies.
Short ones, tall ones ; some in
bud, some in flower. A few

had seed pods. The flowers
showed every color of the lily
rainbow : white, gold, yellow
orange, red, deep maroon.
Many of them had curious
silver caps at the tips of the
stems. "Oh, that's birth control," twinkled Jan de Graaff.
"It is my system to protect
the flowers of the test hybrids from being cross pollinated. They are little caps
made from aluminum foil."
Th'is outdoor breeding laboratory is on a mound in a
sunny open field where the
soil is deeo and fertile. In the
distance there is the snow cap
of Mount Hood. "The field is
not irrigated, as are most of
the growing fields," said Mr.
de Graaff. "If the lilies do not
succeed well here, then I
know they will not be suitable for home gardens."
Color breaks an<~ better
color blends are two of ·the
goals which the hybridlst
seeks. "There are three
flower-types in lilies," he
went on to explain. "The one
most people know is the
trumpet, the type of flower
the Easter lily has. Both my
Black Dragon and Green
Dragon lilies are trumpet
types.

Martagon-Types
"Then there is the flower
with recurved petals. These
are called the martagon-type
lilies, or sometimes they are
called Turkscap. The petals
curve back toward the stem.
The Harlequin Hybrids are
popular
martagon
type
lilies." These hybrids are in
sprightly colors-orange, red,
gold, pink and creamy white
-all with promipent spotting
on the petals. The Bellingham
Hybrids are also martagon
types with flowers of orange
and gold.
"The third lily-flower type
Is the upright," Jan de
Graaf!
continued.
"These
flowers face upward to the
sun. One of the most famous

strains of this flower type
is the Mid-Century Hybrids
which flowers for a long season in the summer.''
These basic flower forms
are found in 87 different lily
species which comprise the
plant genus, Liliwn. A great
number of these have been
sources for breeding material
at the Oregon Bulb Farms.
The individual flower-type Is
not changed by breeding but
the lily itself is improved,
the plant is made stronger,
't he flower enlarged or the
colors brightened or deepened.
Once a new lily is seleoted
for introduction to . the gardening public, then the stock
of bulbs must be built up. The
easiest way to do this is from
seed, whenever possible. Ordinarily hybrids resulting
from crosses between two
species, or crosses between a
,hybrid and a species, or
crosses between two hybrids,
do not come true to type and
color from seed. But by carefUl' inbreeding, that is controlled crossing and then intercrossing
of
uniform
plants, seed from these efforts will produce plants that
are almost identical with minor variations.

Strains Produced
Lilies that can be produced
from seed in this way are
marketed as a strain. After
the seed Is planted It takes
two years for the plants to
produce salable-sized, bulbs.
Among the strains that can
be produced from seed are the
Mid-Century, Harlequin and
Fiesta Hybrids. The species,
which are their parents, grow
quickly from seed, and so
then do their offspring.
Multiplication of the bulbs
of a nained variety \CUltivar)
Is a more Involved and longer
process. When a particular
plant is to be increased, that
will not come true from
seed, either a hybrid or hybrid-species cross, it is .always
multiplied from bulbs. This

Winter Protection of .Roses
Wherever temperatures go below 15 degrees, roses need winter
protection. All-America Rose Selections, a group of professional
growers, hybridizers, and introducers of fine roses, have devised
the following fundamental routine of winter protection which
is practiced in their extensive
test and display gardens scattered throughout the United
States. They recommend that you
use the same simple procedures
in protecting your own roses.
They are as follows:

TRIM

Evergreen b o u g h s , hay or
straw, thrown over the mounds
will prevent washing during the
winter, but such added protection
should not be applied until after
the ground freezes.
Carefully remove mounds in
spring when new growth starts.

SPRAY

1. TRIM- After a hard frost or two,

LILIES
OOJJtftJ.fitld
accomplished either by
breaking the scales off the
parent bulb and planting
them or by forcing the bulb
to produce little bulblets
li.round the Wlderground part
·o f the stem; "This is a much
costlier and slower ,form ot
increasing the quantity of a
variety;" \lr. de Grall.tf
pointed out, "but it' assures
that each plant grown ..from
is

OZA.U GA&Of.NS

Loveliest Gift for a Gardener!
A thoughtfully dilferent gift every gar·
dener will cherieh. A gift that will be appreciated now and alwaye.

As far as possible, plant your
garden with All-America Rose
Selections award winners, as they
have a great de~l of inbred hardiness but even so, winters are unpredictable and winter protection
is good insurance against los·s .

MOUND

Rose Selections
but before the cround freezes,
prune all canes of your hybrid tea,
florlbunda, and grandlflora roses
back to 11". This makes It easier
to work around them In providing
winter protection, and prevents
them from becoming battered by
the wind and Ice of winter.

It's Simple and Easy

2. SPRAY- Remove all dead stems,
leaves, and debris, raking carefully around each plant. Spray the
entire ·p lant and surrounding soli
with a good fungicide and Insecticide to prevent carrying over of
diseases and Insects on and about
the plant.

the bulblet .or scale will be
exactly like its parent."
Some of the breeding- work
at the bulb fa.ons is done in
greenhouses, which are adjacent to the packing houses
and offices. "Behind these
doors are more lilies of tomorrow," he went on to say.
Inside were some of the most
stately of an ·uues; the goldband lilies (J.,. aur81tum) in
full flower. Many of them
looked alike, but others
showed siightly
different
color tints and form, whioh
only the keen eyes of the hybridizer could mark. A great
promise lies in the new auratwn color 'breaks that will become-&>~aila'ble in the future.
From

'QleNewYoPk':tim••

3. MOUND- Mound a pile of loose
earth up, over, and around each
plant to a height of about 12" and
firm. Prune the canes of the roses
so that only 4" to a" of the tips
remain exposed after mounding.
The purpose of this mounding Is
to protect the plants from rapid
changes ot ftnlperature and \:O
guard the canes against winter
wind and Ice damage.

A Wild Orchid
For the Window
EPIDENDRUM

TAMPENSE

is a highly tolerant and easy to
grow wild orchid found on
trees in south Florida.
It may be grown on original
wood, on tree fern bark or potted in fir bark. Give it sun in
winter, and plunge weekly in
dilute fertilzer solution. When
watering, spray aerial · roots.
The plant may be put outside
in spring, in half shade, watered daily, bathed in fertilizer
weekly.
Old plants produce hundreds
of flowers.

al~round
your
garden
NORTH:
Apply
mulches
around evergreens. Assemble
mulch materials for perennials,
rock garden plants, etc., but
don't apply until soil freezes 2
to 3 inches deep. Hill up roses
at that time, too. Evergreens
growing where winter wind and
sun may damage them should
be screened now with burlap.
This is the latest time for
planting deciduous trees and
shrubs, hardy bulbs and perennials. If a real freeze threatens before plants or bulbs arrive, pile mulch very thickly
over planting areas.
SOUTH: Now is the time to
plant hardy shrubs and trees,
including nut and fruit trees.
Consider the ultimate size of
each and allow room to expand above and below ground.
Begin planting roses in the
upper South.
In the Lower South sow
early-flowering sweet
peas
(Spencer) and follow in January with the Cuthbertson strain
to keep flowers coming.
Prune out and burn all diseased wood and foliage.
Renew mulch on azaleas, camelias, roses and perennials.
Continue to sow hardy annuals, choosing the most cold
tolerant types for the upper
South unless you are planting
in flats which can be protected.
To increase your amaryllis
stock you can dig bulbs now
and remove offsets.
These
should be grown in a nursery
bed until they reach flowering
size.
Continue planting other bulbs,
but in the Deep South wait until after Thanksgiving to set out
prechilled tulips and hyacinths.
MIDWEST: November weather is contrary - either Mid·
westerners are waiting for the
fl'eeze or they have had it. If
it holds off too long, chances
are the drop will be severe.

IT'S WHAT YOU DO
NOW THAT COUNTS

If temperatures remain mild,
be prepared to hill up roses at
a momen't notice.
Spray less-than-hardy woody
plants and broadleaved evergreens with a wilt-proofing compound (anti-desiccant).
Have mulch ready for strawberry plants, biennials and
all newly planted shrubs and
trees.
Plant bulbous irises. If planted earlier they will sprout too
soon.
Keep watering evergreens as
long as ground remains unfrozen .
If you still have to plant lilies or other bulbs, pile mulch
deeply on the chosen spot to
keep ground workable. Bulbs
often arrive after the soil is
frozen.
NORTHWEST:
Dormant
spraying can be down now. A
repeat is in order in February.
Planting deciduous trees and
shrubs is still possible. Ground
layering of shrubs can also be
done now.
Staking, tying or wrapping
trees and shrubs is a must to
prevent damage from wind,
sleet and snow.
Lift and store dahlias. If you
are short of time and the
ground is reasonably well drained, mulch them heavily and
leave them until spring. Tuberous begonias in well drained
soil can also be protected with
a mulch and carried over into
next season without lifting and
storing.
SOUTHWEST: Ivy ground covers need trimming now. Hedge
shears are convenient for relatively small plantings.
For
large plantings a power lawn
r~:;novator set to cut ivy runners
and lightly cultivate soil is better. After trimming, fertilize,
water and broadcast snail and
slug bait to protect new growth.
Daffodils, tulips, hyacinths,

lilies and other bulbs can still
be planted. First plantings of
gladiolus should be made. If
glads are planted at monthly
intervals blooming is extended
into midsummer.
To protect subtropical plants
growing outdoors from an unusual freeze, be prepared to
wrap trunks and main branches with several layers of newspaper (we hope not OG) or oth·
er insulating material to save
the main structure of valuable
plants, including trees. Delay
pruning back frost-damaged
plants until new growth appears.
Prune pyracanthas not only
so their berries can be seen but
to preserve the form of the
shrubs and to assure a full crop
of spring flowers which will be
followed by berries next year.
INDOORS: Light continues to
diminish in intensity this month
and even the tenderest plant
can use full sun by the end of
the month. In the greenhouse
remove shading. Greenhouse
heating systems lower humidity, so moisten walks, benches
and areas under them several
times a day where tropicals are
growing.
Most houseplants do not need
fertilizing this month, 'except
that old potbound plants with
plenty of foliage can be given
a dilute fertilizer every 2 weeks.
Space plants so they do not
shade each other and become
weak and spindly.
Houseplants should be watered at least once a week, oftener if they are in a dry warm
room. Soil should be moist,
never _s oggy. Spray leaves with
water or dust them occasionally with a soft cloth or brush.
N O ITEM ever "blooms" unn oticed in OG classifieds. Hundl·ecls scan them each month!

THIS is a horrible thought
and you will probably shudder
at my subject. The only reason I can give is that perhaps . .i.i.-.iiiil.iiiiiiiiiii.i_________

I'm extra conscious of having
to pick and choose rather carefully in laying out my new
yard.
As a side note to all who
have asked how it is coming or
to those who sent suggestions,
I'll just answer: SLOW, but I
think
rather
satisfactorily.
Thank you for your ideas; I'm
using a number of them.
Now back to the subject. Do
you remember
whenever a
group seem to have exhausted
small talk someone was sure
to come up with: "If you were
to be left on an uninhabited island, what three things would
you choose to take?"
Let's modernize it and ask:
If you knew that an atomic
blast was to destroy all plant
life except what you could save
and you had only a few hours
warning, what would you do?
What would you choose? For
food alone or beauty? The newest of all or some of the old
standbys?
How would you
save it? Seed? Yes, but what
about other things? Trees or
roses or fruit?
Would some
"weeds" or wild flowers be on
the list?
Of course, I'm sure I have an
answer for weeds and stinky
old Johnson or Bermuda or
crabgrass? I'm of the opinion
the Good Lord didn't intend for
them to ever be eradicated.
Perhaps he planned them as a
plague to make gardening interesting or so we would have
an outlet whereby we could
work off excess peeves or frustrations or be Busy Beavers instead of Lazy Bones. Or perhaps to make us appreciate the
beauty or food all the more because of our efforts.
Whatever the reason, I'll almost bet that if we carried into
our shelter one tablespoon of
dirt we would have a good start
of one or all of them.
SINCE THE URGE for human preservation comes above
all else, and as Garden Biddies

ETHLYN E. GOFl
P. 0. Box 923
Dos Palos, Calif 9362fj

we ~;;"row vegetables for the wei fare of our families, you would
probably think of and choose
food producing things first.
Can you, right now, classify
each according to the food
value it gives, or are all lumped in your mind as just vegetables. In other words, is it
just food (to you, perhaps, good
homegrown food) or is it protein, minerals, vitamines or
starches !Wd on through the
list of body needs? Would you
try to include some not so
necessary yet so enjoyable
things to eat, such as watermelon, cantaloupe, cucumbers
or popcorn?
Would you take time to
choose flowers and, If so, what?
Uncle Jebdiah always grunted
and remarked, "You can't eat
flowers." But Aunt Susie Q.
always replied that if she could
have either a slice of bread or
a rose, she would choose onehalf slice of bread and half a
rose. She needed food to live
but she didn't think she could
live without a little beauty, too.
Could you race through your
yard now and pick out what not
only is beautiful but has some
seasoning or medicinal value If
you were in dire need of it? A
few who grow herbs or study
medicine could gather wisely,
but most of us could not.
Would you take the "oldies"
in flowers, those that have been
used and could again be a joy
to future hybridizers?
Would
you choose for color or !ragranee or ease of growth?

teresting discussion after we
had quickly named the seeds I
had in my cupboard: soya
beans, cracked wheat, cereal,
lentils, beans, rice, pearl barley, garbonzias-quite a list!
Then we wondered which
would grow if planted. Have
they been treated to retard
spoilage and so ruined as far
as germination is concerned?
I really though~ I had studied a
lot on food values while my
husband was so ill and again
whi1e planning my yard. Even
if I were not a "know-it-all"
I had a fairly broad knowledge.
In serious retrospect I'm only
in the kindergarten stage!
I WONDER how our pioneer
Garden Biddies decided when
they knew they had a long trelt
to make and a new land and
climate to face; that it would
be entirely up to them to provide food and bea.uty. How did
they keep alive their slips and
protect seed they were taking?
I only hope we can leave as
rich a harvest for our future
generations!
THE HARVEST SEASON,
with its rich warm days, hazy
hills and full harvest moon, is
upon us. I sincerely wish for
you a bountiful harvest. Do
take time to look up and savor
the beauty on all sides!

MY REMARK at the beginning was that you would shudder at my morbid subject. It
is a horrible thought, and I
pray we are never faced with
such a situation. It is a subject that could apply to all of
us, however.
It seems to me a lot more
thought and study can go into
our gardening. My husband,
mother and I had a rather in-

HENRY FIELD Seed & Nursery Co.

FREE CATALOG
Reserve your copy now. Big 96page Spring Catalog. All the old
favorite flowers and plants plus
many new ones. Send card today.

1490 Oak St., Shenandoah, Iowa

ATTRACT HUMMINGBIRDS
We have it straight from Mr. &
Mrs. hummingbird and the~r
friends that they will use th1s
feeder right in your gnrden or

r:t~~·cg b~~tf~.11~~st~~:;~;~~og;

the Audubon Society-its sale
helps support the Tucker Wild
Bird Sanctuary.

Price: complete: $1.15 Ppd.
~;:tJ;:~·c~~,~-yon,

SANCTUARY

Latest News From Flower Ranch
By
l'ltRS. HATTIE H. DAVIDSON
Route 1, Box 204
West Palm Beach, Florida
THE SACRED LILY of India
seems to me to be more than
an unusual plant.
There are even two botanical names, Amorphophallus rivieri or Hydrosme riveri. Common names are many, such as
Snake-Palm and Devil's Ton·
gue. I prefer the name "Sa·
cred Lily of India."
It is a member of the Arum
family, and therefore related
to Calla-lily, Monstera, Philo·
dendrum,
and other exotic
plants.
Some have bulbous
roots while others put out air
roots.
I have been growing bulbs of
this fascinating specie for about
8 years.
They have a short
growing period and lie dormant
for 7 or 8 months each year.
The blossoms I have only seen
pictured, and have read that

this odd flower will come up
out of· the bulb before any
leaves show. It grows rapidly,
as much as 3 inches a day. The
huge dark hued flower on its
high stem lasts about 2 weeks.
At first it has a nauseous odor
but this may be only for the
first few days.
NO BULB has ever bloomed
for me but I live in hope from
year to year. No one seems to
know how old a bulb must be
before a flower can be expect·
ed. •
From my experience, I take
the bulb out of dry storage
each spring, replant in good
rich soil, always in a size larger
pot, and continue to water just
enough to keep the soil moist
but never soggy.
While watching the pots from
week to week, one day there
will be a lean stem. This grows
very quickly with foliage well
wrapped around the tip of the
stem, something like a closed

umbrella.
The foliage flares
upward and then spreads out
to a flat position.
This year one plant turned
out most attractive. There may
have been several bulbs in that
pot because there were 4 stems,
each at least 3¥.! feet in height.
It looked like some rare specie
of palm. The main stems were
mottled, rough to touch, colored
dull green with markings of
dirty white and some brown
and purple.
They were not
identical in detail; only in gen·
era! appearance.
AM ENCLOSING a picture of
my plant.
The bulbs I grow are not all
the sime size or age. Some
grow more than others. They
grow only during the few
months while the plant is in
foliage. Also at that time, the
pots almost fill up with white
succulent roots. Sometime during the drying out period these
roots disappear, leaving a larger bulb than was there. the
previous year. I have found
bulbs to dry so completely they
were shriveled and appeared
dead. These did not grow when
repoted.
Am wondering why
some would die and others not,
under the same conditions.
The lifetime above the soil of
this odd palm-like plant is
about 4 months. It fades far
more rapidly than the short
time it takes to grow.
The
plant pictured collapsed in a
few days, stems bent over,
foliage hung limply and turned
yellow-just a complete wreck.
During the growth period this
plant can take a lot of water.
I also fertilize a little OFTEN.
SO IT IS with a prayer each
fall that I put the pots containing these bulbs in a dry safe
place, with bated breath, hoping for a bloom the next year.
That is what I say: each year
. . .. maybe next year. Here at
Flower Ranch, we like the odd
or unusual.
CONSERVATION PAYS

GARDENING BOOI<S
HOW TO BUILD GARDEN STRUCTURES.
By Henry B. Au!. Hart. Paper. $1.95.

Ori,einally published in 1950
with a hard cover (for five dol-

Book Details 200 Projects
ars), this book is written by the
garden editor of the New York
Herald Tribune.

ANNOUNCING
the OZARK GARDENS

SUBSCRIPTION
CONTEST
GRAND PRIZE $25.00
Open to ALL SUBSCRIBERS
and ADVERTISERS
Here is your opportunity to
earn EXTRA CASH and give
"OG" a. big boost!
We a1·e
!'leeking 10,000 new subscribers
and need YOUR help. Here's
all you have to do :
Just give .or mail special "OG"
circulars to your gardening
friends. If you operate a business, include a circular in each
order. Each subscription order
will be sent to us on your
SPECIALLY CODED circulars.
We will fill the order ami send
you your commission.

For each subscription ($2.50)
you sell, you will receive 50c.
The per!'lon selling the most
subscriptions will
win $25,
PLUS commissions. The second place prize is $10; third
place, $5.
Contest closes May 1, 1966.
Winne rs will be announced in
the Jm1e .1966 issue.
ORDER YOUR CIRCULARS
NOW!
We will send you 100
circulars for only 50c.
Fur·
each additional 100, pleas!' I'll·
close 50c (to help defray printing costs).

OZARK GARDENS

Post Office Box 472
Freeport, Illinois 61033

The book contains a fund of
do it yourself ideas to furnish
the outdoor living room. Detailled drawings and instructions tell how to build outdoor
fireplaces, benches, a r b o r s,
pools, terraces and other features.
Today's emphasis on outdoor entertaining is reflected in
the variety of fireplaces described. Suggested materials
include concrete blocks, cinder
blocks and bricks.
Individual chapters concentrate on counter type cooking
grills and charcoal grills built
into terrace walls.
Because many of the articles and illustrations originally
were published in the newspaper, the writing is clear, simple and easy for the amateur to
follow.
Home owners who want to
make their yard more livable
will find the book a gold mine
of ideas and inspiration.

Curing Bud Drop
If buds drop from African

violets, it's usually because
there isn't enough moisture in
the room. One way to remedy
this is to set clay potted plants
in trays filled with pebbles and
water. The pots should rest on
stones above water leveL
~/J• •
I
W~BULB
Beautiful Pot Plants 25c
Gorgeous, easy to grow house
plants, 3" to 4" flowers. last
for months. Exquisite mixed
colors. SEND ONLY 25c for 1 ;
S oc for2; $1 for5. Order now.

Pos tpaid
with big.
Seed and
Nurser)'

Book

R.H.SHUMWAY,SEEDSMAN
DEPT.201, ROCKFORD. ILL. 61101

AD'JUSTABU DilES$ fORM
. . . $&.91 (with stand . •.
·•dd 25~ postareJ
Expands or ~ecrPases with
you as )•our size ch anaes.
Ad justable to reaular and
hall si zes II to 20.

M. MUCELLI
BOX 3&3 r;, 1'. 0 .
BRONX, N. Y. ,10451

Ozark Gardens
(.'muhinNl with Little GaJ'dt>ne t·
1'01-\'l' OF.F ICE BOX 472
GUI :~3
F'HJ<:J<; POHT, ILLINOIS
Second

class

postage

paid

Berryville, Ark. 72616

POSTMASTER: Send Form 3579 to
O z ark Gardens. Box 472, Freeport,
Ill. 61033.

YOU'LL FIND ozar~ k

gardens

FRESH
AS A
DAISY!!

INCLUDES FLOWERS AND LAWNS,
TREES AND
SHRUBS, FRUITS
AN 0 VEGET ABLES, AS WELL
AS PLANTS.

l---

SUBSCRIBE NOW!

f~~ly$2 so

